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Brigitte overwatch guide

Overwatch was released in 2016 by Blizzard Entertainment, amassing millions of players and fans around the world in no time. It is described as a fast, colorful and sporadic shooter that jumped on the FPS front and quickly gained popularity among other shooters such as CS:GO, Halo, Quake, Call of Duty, Rainbow Six Siege and other similar games. It was originally conceived as
a different game named Project Titan that has been in development for 7 years, but never seemed to see the light of day, instead, Overwatch was released in its place, using many Titan assets. The aesthetic is stylized and cartoony, the heroes of Overwatch all have charisma and character for them, very distinct from each other. The environment is bright, warm and welcoming,
inspired by real places, but also adds that distinct touch that sets it apart from other shooters. There are two opposing teams with six members each, with each hero having their own unique abilities with their normal guns. There are also three main roles in Overwatch - DPS, Healer and Tank, the holy trinity of most RPG games, although Overwatch is a shooter, it is still implied
here. This makes the gameplay much more dynamic, chaotic and unpredictable! In addition, in Overwatch heroes have their own unique personality, character and abilities that define all of their gameplay! Currently there are Quick Play, Competitive Play and some weekly modes like Arcade with special rules and rewards at the end of it! Check out our helpful guides for all
Overwatch heroes: Brigitte Hero OverviewIn this Brigitte Hero Overwatch Guide, let's take a look at the best way to use this hero's abilities on the battlefield! He is a strong and classic tanky hero who protects his allies and is always at the forefront, absorbing the damage, while his teammates support him from behind. We'll give you an overview of some of the best and most
common tactics used with this champion. We will also talk about her style of play, a good synergy with other heroes of Overwatch and of course some of her counters, against which she will inevitably face! Its construction is mainly centered around soaking up the damage and fending off the enemy, as with most tanks, but there are some outstanding qualities that make it stand out
from the rest. Here we will take a look at these qualities, what makes it unique and why you should play it! Overwatch heroes require some time to get used to and Brigitte is no different! Overwatch Brigitte Hero Abilities SummaryInspireBrigitte heals passively every time she deals damage with her Whipshot or flail. Every time it inflicts it also passively heals a close ally that is at
least within a 20-metre radius. Healing is a little small, but it stays on the allies for about 6 seconds until they leave this radius of effect. The good thing here is that the recharge time is only 1 second, so flail spamming will trigger Inspire Inspire Again, keep your allies healthy most of the time! Rocket FlailThis capability does 35 damage in a horizontal and clear sweep, which means
it can damage many enemies at once. You can use it about twice a second. Brigitte can wreak havoc if you don't pay attention to her and her damage exit, so if the enemy underestimates you, they are in a surprise! Whip ShotThis is quite similar to Roadhog's Hook. Brigitte throws her flail on dealing 70 damage to enemies at about 20 meters. If it hits an enemy with it, they are hit
back a few meters and it has a reload time of 4 seconds, making it good for spamming and keeping enemies away from your doors! This is a good ability to use when protecting your dealers from fragile damage and making a strong push into the enemy base or protecting a cargo, anyway, it's a spammable useful ability that can protect your allies very effectively! ShieldSimilaire
barrier in Reinhardt, Brigitte also has a shield to protect her allies in battle! It is not so big, but has 500 health and regenerates 100 health after not being used for a few seconds. You hold the secondary button to use it, but this will reduce its movement by about 30%. It is also a signature tank ability, being able to soak up a lot of damage and with healers supporting it, you will be
able to make strong thrusts and engage, taking a solid position in battle! Shield BashNow is a kind of powerful ability in Brigitte's kit. You can throw it while having Barrier Shield up. It makes Brigette dash forward, dealing some damage and stunning any opponent standing on the path for 1 second. If this ability comes into contact with a barrier, it will stop it because it treats the
enemy barrier like a player and has a reload time of 7 seconds. This is useful enough to engage and lock nearby enemies, while your DPS bursts them from behind, or just a very strong engagement tool that allows your allies to move quickly on the enemy! Repair PackHeals your target for 150 healthy and gives it 75 armors for five seconds and has a recharge time of 6 seconds.
Enemy damage to the armored ally is reduced by five and if it is less than ten, it is halved, making it very effective against very fast but weak damage bullets like Tracer's. It's really effective if an ally decides to go full Rambo and jump into the enemy team, you can just protect them and heal them if they start to burst. It's also good to use it on low health targets as you can reduce
their Caught while healing then gradually and get in front of them and the enemy damage dealers! RallyThis is his ultimate ability and he gives him 30% speed of movement and throws the armor to his teammates nearby for 10 seconds. This is about 15 half-second armors, which is maximum to 100 armors for Brigitte and her allies. The armor will last until it is broken, so you can
throw it away long before a fight even begins! It's really useful just before a big engagement or rushing into the enemy, the enemy, it will give you some beefy defensive stats in the form of armor for all your allies. Overwatch Brigitte Hero Gameplay And Strategies OverviewFrom all the supporting overwatch heroes, Brigette is actually a support/tank that can withstand huge damage
while covering its allies against enemy fire. All its kit revolves around sustain and tanking, making it the perfect first line for any team composition! Add to that a strong healer, who will keep her healthy throughout all the fights and you yourself have a strong vanguard who will stop at nothing to advance and break through the enemy ranks! The best tactic would be to play it as a
fighter/brawler, who is basically staying in the fire of battle and keeping the enemy busy while staying alive and protecting your allies. Dealing damage is not your priority, tanking and absorbing enemy damage is, so keep that in mind when playing any tank on the Overwatch hero list! Our Overwatch Brigitte Hero guide will give you the tips you need to get off to a good start with
her! Overwatch Brigitte Hero Ability CombosBurst ComboThe first combo you can try on your own is the so-called Burst Combo. In Overwatch Brigitte is really powerful with this combo against assassin flanking Overwatch hero like Tracer or Genji, but it doesn't deal as much damage after a few nerves to it. It's simple - you have to launch Shield Bash then Rocket Flail and right
after That Whip Shot. This combo is really effective because it guarantees that Whip Shot and swing will hit the opponent no matter what. Most, if not all Overwatch heroes can't counter this in any way, so it's very effective against any enemy! It's a nice combo to stun enemies with and your allies can dive and land a few shots as well, making it even more effective when you have
fast teammates. In Overwatch Brigitte, hero compositions should have short-range characters, preferably melee too! Knockback Ability ComboNow, this combination is quite similar to the other we mentioned, but it is more focused on hitting opponents back, rather than dealing damage. In the Overwatch Brigitte is one of the few Overwatch heroes who has massive support and
tankiness, which allows her to hold on for long periods of time against opponents. Here, all you need to do is use Shield Bash and right after that - Whip Shot. You will jump this melee swing that is between abilities, so that the opponent will be stunned when he is repelled by Whip Shot. Using this combo on one of the Overwatch heroes will not allow them to use abilities to recover
in the air and you can even use it to push off the map! It's very effective against melee champions who want to rush into your litters. With this Brigitte Overwatch combo you can keep them away and all the other nuisances trying to win a quick kill, they would surely be in a surprise! Creating a good overwatch Brigitte Composition From the air to a few nerves of her Shield Bash, she
doesn't work that with all the compositions right now. In Overwatch Brigitte is especially useful against melee opponents because of its durability on the battlefield. She is not as threatening as before with her stunning small damage, so now her role is more unique and defined. She's no longer the safe choice everyone would have when things weren't going so well, so let's list some
decent compositions that work well for her and her current kit. If you're going to play it, you should know that it doesn't work well with long-range overwatch heroes, so keep that in mind when picking it up. For example, teams that have Hanzo or Widowmaker will be better off with other support, as it is very much a short-range fighter and would therefore be completely useless with
some snipers wandering in high, hard-to-reach places. She is much better off with shorter-range fighters or assassins she has close contact with, not a few long-range rambos that she can't reach. In Overwatch Brigitte will fit into most team models, but these with long range do not suit her at all, because of her kit. Close quarter fighting is her main style of play, so she will partner
well with DPS melee or those who have short range. It needs to be constantly in the fight in order to be effective and if it is not and is far from its allies, it will mean a quick round end with a loss. A much more effective strategy would be combo with Overwatch heroes like Reinhardt or Zarya and damage dealers like Tracer, who like to get into the face of the enemy and are
constantly in the heat of battle! The Brigitte Armor Buff and also its Repair Pack can greatly confuse your team, especially squishy allies such as Tracer, which will allow them to freely engage the enemy without fear of being blown up as soon as they enter! Covering the weak points of your allies is a specialty of Brigitte, because she can make them as strong as tanks, be able to
withstand a lot of damage before she is actually killed, which makes her a worthy addition to any team! During the selection phase, Overwatch Brigitte players will always find a place in a team composition or at the very least, it would be a failsafe choice, which means that if you have no luck with other Overwatch heroes, Brigitte is pretty solid! Overwatch Brigitte Hero Gameplay
Tips And TricksShe is a classic construction tank, ready to rush into battle and she has the stats and tools to do it! You can count on her to start a fight and make sure that the allies within her reach are healed and protected as well! You would succeed if you In Overwatch's enemy heroes, pushing them back and keeping your allies from dying at the same time! Whip Shot is ideal
for finishing up injured opponents or buying you some time to retreat and recover from enemy fire! Also, keep Shield Bash ready to interrupt the ultimates, because it does do so! It's really useful against raodhog or the ultimates of Moira and most of the other Overwatch heroes, and it's a real game change if you can pull that off! This! would be well used when engaging the enemy
team or when they surprise you with a quick push. In Overwatch Brigitte can always use this spell allowing her teammates to survive severe outbursts, ultimates or prolonged fights that would otherwise wipe them out! It also gives you a speed buff, which you can use to run towards your allies as well, so you can get really creative with it. Above all, Brigitte is a fighter who wears the
opponent with sustain and heals. She's in for the long haul and actually takes a little time to dominate her enemies. It's a trait you can easily exploit and take fights longer, it will inevitably block the enemy team and allow your teammates to move, sometimes even flank opponents. All in all, in Overwatch Brigitte is a really powerful character to have in your champion pool. She does
very well on maps with wide open areas, where there is not much space to hide and she can fight freely there. It is a good choice against flanking characters such as Genji or Tracer as well, as it can protect your back line if necessary. Even if you find yourself dying quite often as another supporting hero, she is a good substitute. Choosing it will make your team really hard to stop
and tanky enough too! Boosting And some of its benefits to the gaming communityHe has been a part of the gaming community since the early days of the games and is still relevant today. Boosters help other players catch up with the latest content of the game and that's just part of it! Apart from leveling and ranking, they can help other players acquire rare or difficult gear to get
gear/items, mounts, pets, achievements and many other really rare things. It can be beneficial to the community because when it helps players get newer content, they will have more reason to interact with other players of similar levels and thus maintain the community aspect of the game. There will always be boosters as long as there are games and they will be useful for the
player base for these exact reasons. Our exceptional ground offers BoostingTired or leveling, ranking for days, weeks and months without any good results? Have you been grinding for this soft and rare mount, but it still doesn't seem to fall off? Well look no further, player, because we are here to help you! Aside from our Overwatch boost services, we offer many, many more, so
take your time and explore what we have to offer! With over 3 years of experience and a huge team of professional boosters at our side, we will perform all tasks you have a hard time accomplishing on time and made by the real pros! We also have a unique leveling and rewards system for our registered customers that offers them various discounts, rewards and different offers!
So come and try our stimulating services, you won't be disappointed! Disappointed! Disappointed!
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